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We propose to address the fine tuning problem of inflection point inflation by the addition of extra
vacuum energy that is present during inflation but disappears afterwards. We show that in such
a case, the required amount of fine tuning is greatly reduced. We suggest that the extra vacuum
energy can be associated with an earlier phase transition and provide a simple model, based on
extending the SM gauge group to SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y × U(1)B−L, where the Higgs field
of U(1)B−L is in a false vacuum during inflation. In this case, there is virtually no fine tuning of
the soft SUSY breaking parameters of the flat direction which serves as the inflaton. However, the
absence of radiative corrections which would spoil the flatness of the inflaton potential requires that
the U(1)B−L gauge coupling should be small with gB−L ≤ 10
−4.
I. INTRODUCTION
Inflation generated at a point of inflection has the at-
tractive feature of allowing a very low inflationary scale
without compromising the amplitude of the density per-
turbation [1]. This is a direct consequence of the extreme
flatness of the potential at the inflection point. A low
scale seems like a necessity if we ever hope to connect
cosmology with experimental particle physics.
It is well known that the scalar potential of the Min-
imal Supersymmetric Standard Model (MSSM) has a
number of flat directions [2] along which inflection points
may be found. Indeed, it has been demonstrated [3–6]
that inflation can occur within MSSM and its minimal
extensions, with the remarkable property that the infla-
ton is not an arbitrary gauge singlet. Rather, it is aD-flat
direction in the scalar potential consisting of the super-
symmetric partners of quarks and leptons1. These mod-
els give rise to a wide range of scalar spectral indices [5, 8],
including the whole range permitted byWMAP [9]. Since
the inflaton belongs to the observable sector, its couplings
to matter and decay products are known. It is therefore
possible to track the thermal history of the universe from
the end of inflation. The parameter space permitting suc-
cessful inflation is compatible with supersymmetric dark
matter [10] (and may even lead to a unified origin of in-
flation and dark matter [11]).
However, MSSM inflation has one significant problem:
soft SUSY breaking parameters in the Lagrangian must
be tuned [5] to a very high degree in order to have a suffi-
ciently flat potential around the point of inflection. This
tuning does not pose a problem per se; it is common in
inflationary model building, particularly in models of low
scale inflation. The fine tuning of tree-level parameters
might actually reflect the theory at supergravity level and
be a natural consequence of the form of the Ka¨hler po-
1 For models of inflation where the inflaton is not a gauge singlet
see [7].
tential [12], although in that case hidden sector dynamics
may also affect inflation [13]. It is also possible that the
proximity of the soft SUSY breaking parameters at infla-
tionary scale can be generated dynamically by virtue of
renormalization group equations [14].
By means of a simple observation, we can resolve this
tuning problem. The fine tuning problem in MSSM in-
flation arises because the flat interval around the point of
inflection is much smaller than the Vacuum Expectation
Value (VEV) of the inflection point. Raising the poten-
tial during inflation will increase the ratio of the flat in-
terval length to the inflection point VEV and ameliorate
the tuning, with the exact degree of tuning dependent
on the height of the potential. This also relaxes related
constraints such as the η and initial condition problems.
Additionally, obtaining acceptable density perturbations
for a fixed potential height implies a smaller inflection
point VEV and consequently less fine tuning. This opens
up the interesting possibility that the inflection point in
the potential can be determined from renormalizable cou-
plings of the theory.
The simplest way to lift the potential is by adding vac-
uum energy V0 which is present during inflation but dis-
appears at the end of the inflationary era. The vacuum
energy associated with the Higgs field(s) of a new symme-
try will suffice (in a manner similar to hybrid inflation).
Indeed, new (gauged or global) symmetries are typical
in physics beyond the standard model. The simplest ex-
ample is a U(1) symmetry that can be implemented in a
minimal extension of MSSM.
This paper is structured as follows. We begin by pre-
senting a general analysis of inflection point inflation and
its ramifications. We then underline the role of a constant
term in the potential and how it can resolve the fine tun-
ing issue. Thirdly, we discuss a possible extension of
MSSM that could give rise to inflection point inflation
without fine tuning, and finally we offer some concluding
remarks.
2II. A GENERAL ANALYSIS OF INFLECTION
POINT INFLATION
In general the inflaton potential V can be written in
the following form (here ′ denotes differentiation with
respect to φ):
V (φ) = V0 + a(φ− φ0) + b
2
(φ− φ0)2 + c
6
(φ− φ0)3 + · · · ,
V0 ≡ V (φ0) , a ≡ V ′(φ0) , b ≡ V ′′(φ0) , c ≡ V ′′′(φ0) ,
(1)
which is the Taylor expansion, truncated at n = 3,
around a reference point φ0, which we choose to be the
point of inflection where V ′′(φ0) = 0. The higher or-
der terms in Eq. (1) can be neglected during inflation,
provided that
|V ′′′0 | ≫
∣∣∣∣dmVdφm (φ0)
∣∣∣∣ |φe − φ0|m−3, m ≥ 4 , (2)
where φe corresponds to the field value at the end of
inflation.
Assuming that the slow-roll parameters
ǫ =
M2P
2
(
V ′
V
)2
, η =M2P
(
V ′′
V
)
, ξ2 =M4P
(
V ′V ′′′
V 2
)
(3)
are small in the vicinity of the inflection point φ0, and
that the velocity φ˙ is negligible, the potential energy V0
gives rise to a period of inflation2 (MP = 2.4 ·1018GeV is
the reduced Planck mass). If the equation of state of the
universe is similar to that of radiation immediately after
the end of inflation, the number of e-foldings between the
time when observationally relevant perturbations were
generated and the end of inflation is given by [16]
NCOBE = 61.4 + ln
(
V
1/4
0
1016 GeV
)
. (4)
Inflation ends at the point φe where |η| ∼ 1. By solv-
ing the equation of motion, the number of e-foldings of
inflation during the slow-roll motion of the inflaton from
φ to φe, where φ0 − (φ0 − φe) < φ < φ0 + (φ0 − φe), is
found to be
N = V0
M2P
√
2
ac
[F0(φe)− F0(φ)] ,
F0(z) = arccot
(√
c
2a
(z − φ0)
)
. (5)
2 The initial condition for the inflection point inflation has been
discussed in [10, 17, 18].
It useful to define the parameters X and Y as:
X =
aMP√
2V0
, (6)
Y =
√
c
a
NMPX . (7)
Note that X is the square root of the slow-roll parameter
ǫ at the point of inflection. The slow-roll parameters can
then be recast in the following form:
ǫ =
2V 20
c2M6PN 4
(
Y
S
)4
, (8)
η = − 2N
Y
S
(√
1−X cosY −
√
X sinY
)
, (9)
ξ2 =
2
N 2
(
Y
S
)2
(10)
where
S =
√
1−X sinY +
√
X cosY . (11)
One can solve Eqs. (8-10), for X , Y and N in terms
of the slow-roll parameters; then Eqs. (6,7) and Eq. (4)
give V0, a and c in terms of the slow-roll parameters. The
equations are non-linear and in general cannot be solved
analytically. However, since ǫ ≪ |η|, ξ, one can find a
closed form solution provided that V
1/4
0 ≤ 1016 GeV and
X ≤ √ǫ≪ 1.
Assuming this (which is the case for low scale inflation)
the power spectrum, scalar spectral index, and the lat-
ter’s running during the observationally relevant period
are given by 3:
P1/2R ≡
1√
24π2
V
1/2
0
ǫ1/2M2P
=
V
1/2
0
2π
√
6M2PX
sin2 Y , (12)
ns ≡ 1 + 2η − 6ǫ = 1− 4NCOBE Y cotY , (13)
α = − 4N 2COBE
(
Y
sinY
)2
. (14)
Following Eqs. (8,12), and X ≤ √ǫ, one obtains an in-
equality:
a ≤ 1
2π
√
3P1/2R
(
V
3/2
0
M3P
)
, (15)
which constrains the first derivative at the inflection
point.
The COBE normalization for the amplitude of pertur-
bations suggests P1/2R = 4.9× 10−5 [9]. The latest CMB
data fromWMAP suggests an allowed range for the spec-
tral index 0.93 ≤ ns ≤ 0.99 (at 95% C.I.), and its running
3 Similar results were earlier obtained for MSSM inflation in [5, 8].
3V0 (×GeV
4) NCOBE V
′
0 (×GeV
3)
1060 59.0 1.65 × 1038
1048 52.2 1.79 × 1020
1040 47.6 1.88× 108
1032 43.0 1.91× 10−4
TABLE I: Value of NCOBE and the upper limit on a ≡ V
′(φ0)
for some viable cases of inflection point inflation. For calcu-
lating a we have used the central value of the spectral index,
ns = 0.96.
0.02 ≤ |α| ≤ 0.084 at 95% C.I. [9] (with no detection of
significant primordial gravity waves, which is the case for
low scale inflation). For the purposes of illustration, we
show the upper bound on a (Eq. (15)) for some viable
cases in Table I. In all cases we find that the running of
the spectral index is negligible, and there is no significant
production of gravity waves during inflation.
III. FLATNESS OF THE POTENTIAL AND
FINE TUNING OF PARAMETERS
Let us now consider a specific model of inflection point
inflation within MSSM. The potential of a generic D-flat
direction of MSSM after minimisation along the angular
direction is [1, 2] 4
V =
1
2
m2|φ|2 − Aλ
nMn−3P
φn +
λ2
M
2(n−3)
P
|φ|2(n−1) , (16)
where m ∼ 100 − 1000 GeV is the soft SUSY breaking
mass, the A-term is proportional to the soft SUSY break-
ing mass term, and n ≥ 3 (where n = 3 flat direction is
lifted by renormalizable and n > 3 is lifted by nonrenor-
malizable superpotential terms respectively).
In [3, 5], two particular flat directions were demon-
strated to be suitable candidates for the inflaton. These
are udd (where u and d are right-handed up- and down-
type squarks) and LLe (where L is a left-handed slep-
ton doublet and e denotes a right-handed charged slep-
ton), which are respectively lifted by the nonrenormaliz-
able superpotential terms of order six: (udd)2/M3P and
(LLe)2/M3P . The potential along these flat directions has
a point of inflection suitable for inflation provided that
A ≈
√
8(n− 1)m. (17)
It is useful to make the following parametrization
A
m
=
√
8(n− 1)
(
1− (n− 2)
2
4
β2
)
(18)
4 Such a potential also arises in the context of a curvaton scenario
within MSSM [19].
where β ≤ 1 is a measure of the required fine tuning in
the ratio A/m. Typically, in a gravity mediated SUSY
breaking scenario, one expects that A ≈ O(1)m, where
the exact coefficient depends on the SUSY breaking sec-
tor.
The inflection point parameters are given to leading
order in β by [3, 5, 10]:
φ0 =
(
Mn−3P m
λ
√
2(n− 1)
)1/(n−2)
, (19)
V0 =
(n− 2)2
2n(n− 1) m
2φ20 , (20)
a =
(n− 2)2
4
β2m2φ0 , (21)
c = 2(n− 2)2 m
2
φ0
. (22)
For weak scale SUSY, wherem ∼ 100−1000GeV, we find
φ0 ∼ 1014 − 1015 GeV, which results in V0 ∼ 1032 − 1034
(GeV)4. Then from Eqs. (6,7,21,22) we find (recalling
that n = 6)
Y = 30β
(
MP
φ0
)2
NCOBE, (23)
where NCOBE ∼ 43 from Eq. (4). Obtaining a scalar
spectral index within the range allowed by WMAP data,
see Eq. (13), requires that β ∼ O(10−10) [5, 8, 10, 11].
This is the core issue of fine tuning in MSSM inflation.
IV. REMOVING THE FINE TUNING
The fine tuning of parameters, manifest in the tiny
value of β, can be alleviated if the potential is lifted dur-
ing inflation. The simplest possibility is to add a constant
term, which can be associated with a phase transition at
the end of inflation. However as we increase V0, we also
need to increase the slope of the potential to maintain
the amplitude of the perturbations.
Let us first demonstrate that β can naturally be made
order one in the presence of a vacuum energy density
which remains constant during the slow-roll phase of in-
flation. For n = 6, we have A/
√
40m ∼
√
1− 4β2. In
this case the total potential during inflation is be given
by:
V = V0 + VD = V0 +
(n− 2)2
2n(n− 1) m
2φ20 . (24)
For illustrative purposes, consider the nonrenormalizable
operator with n = 6 in Eq. (16), for which a = 4β2m2φ0,
and φ0 is determined by Eq. (19). For λ ∼ O(1), and
m ∼ 100 GeV, the VEV is given by φ0 ∼ 1013.3 GeV.
Therefore for V0 ∼ 1046 (GeV)4, see TABLE II, we obtain
β ∼ 0.2. For lower V0 ≤ 1046 (GeV)4, the fine tuning
parameter, β decreases, for instance, V0 ∼ 1043 (GeV)4,
it is β ∼ 10−3.
4V0 (GeV)
4 β2φ0 (GeV)
1048 9.17× 1015
1047 2.92× 1014
1046 9.27× 1012
1045 2.95× 1011
1044 9.38 × 109
1043 2.98 × 108
1042 9.47 × 106
1041 3.01 × 105
1040 9.57 × 103
TABLE II: The above table shows the required values of β2φ0
for the central value of the WMAP data (ns = 0.96, and
P
1/2
R = 4.91 × 10
−5).
ns
P
1/2
R (10
−5)
β2φ0
(100GeV)
FIG. 1: This graph shows a plot of β2φ0 in units of 10
2 GeV
for V0 = 10
40 (GeV)4 across the relevant parameter space of
P
1/2
R and ns.
In Fig 1, we select V0 ∼ 1040 (GeV)4, and plot β2φ0
across the relevant parameter space of the WMAP data.
For this range of potential and n = 6, the fine tuning
parameter is quite small, β ∼ 10−5, but still far less than
the earlier case when V0 = 0.
Consider the renormalizable potential for which n = 3.
The total potential along the flat direction after minimiz-
ing the angular direction is then given by [4, 11]:
V (|φ|) = V0 + 1
2
m2|φ|2 + h
2
12
|φ|4 − Ah
6
√
3
|φ|3 . (25)
In Refs. [4, 11] the origin of inflaton was a renormalzable
flat direction hNHuL, where N corresponds to the right
handed sneutrino and h corresponds to the Dirac Yukawa
coupling, i.e. h ∼ 10−12, in order to explain the observed
neutrino masses [4].
Inflation occurs near the inflection point given by
Eq. (19), where φ0 =
√
3m/h. For m ∼ 100 GeV and
h ∼ 10−12 the fine tuning parameter, in this case is de-
termined by: A/m = 4
√
1− β2/4, is given by β ∼ O(1)
for V0 ∼ 1047 (GeV)4, and for V0 ∼ 1046 (GeV)4, we get
β ∼ 10−1.
One can lower V0 while keeping the VEV (therefore
the Yukawa h) fixed. However this will lead to smaller
values of β. For instance, for V0 ∼ 1042 (GeV)4 and
φ0 ∼ 1014 GeV, the fine tuning parameter is; β ∼ 10−3.5.
At smaller V0, for fixed φ0, the fine tuning will be larger.
However, we always have the luxury of decreasing φ0
by increasing h, in such a way that β2φ0 remains con-
stant, without spoiling the CMB predictions. In or-
der to see this, let us consider V0 ∼ 1040 (GeV)4, for
which β2φ0 ∼ 104 GeV, therefore if φ0 ∼ 108 GeV and
h ∼ 10−6, we can still get β ∼ 10−2. In this respect
renormalizable potentials are well suited to describing
inflection point inflation.
Let us now address the origin of the vacuum energy
density, V0, which needs to be fairly constant during the
course of inflation, i.e. at least 50-e-foldings. There are
many plausible explanations. An obvious choice would
be a phase transition driven by a scalar field other than
the MSSM Higgses. To this end, let us consider the case
where the inflaton is hNHuL and introduce a new scalar
field, S, which gets a VEV and gives the right handed
sneutrino an effective mass via the κSNN superpotential
term (here we denote the superfield and the scalar field
by the same notation, S)5. Therefore, we need to extend
the superpotential and write
W = hNHuL+ κSNN +WNMSSM .
The required vacuum energy density during can be ac-
quired if 〈S〉 ∼ vs ∼ V 1/40 . Setting V0 ∼ 1044 (GeV)4,
in order to generate the weak scale mass for the right
handed sneutrino, requires that κ ∼ 10−8.
Note that during inflation the S field is near its local
minimum, S ≈ 0, by virtue of of its coupling κSNN . If
the inflaton VEV is large during inflation, i.e. N˜ ∼ φ0 ∼
1014 GeV, it induces an effective mass term for S with
κφ0 ∼ 106 GeV. This is larger than the Hubble expan-
sion rate Hinf ∼ V 1/20 /MP ∼ 1022/1018 ∼ 104 GeV and
thus the S field can be expected to settle in its minimum
within one Hubble time.
Another possibility would be to extend the MSSM by
a U(1)B−L gauge group. Then we could write
W = hNHuL+WMSSM +WU(1)B−L .
It is again the Higgs field which breaks U(1)B−L and
is responsible for generating V0. The interactions with
the Higgses and the N superfield will remain similar to
the case of NMSSM. However there are some clear dif-
ferences. Since U(1)B−L is gauged, there will be more
degrees of freedom, including 2 Higgs bosons required for
5 Note that such a term can arise naturally in the NMSSM ( next
to Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model) [21], where the
same scalar S could be responsible for generating an effective
µ-term κ′SHuHd term, where κ
′〈S〉 ∼ 100 GeV.
5anomaly cancelation, and an extra Z
′
gauge boson [11].
The coupling of the gauge boson with the Higgses of
the U(1)B−L will induce one-loop quantum correction
to the overall potential of order ∼ V0[1 + k ln(φ2/M2P )],
where k ∼ (1/8π2)g2B−L, see [22]. Such corrections to
the overall potential could ruin the flatness of the poten-
tial unless the gauge coupling is small. For example, the
effective mass term induced by the one-loop correction
∼ g2B−L(V0/φ2) can dominate the Hubble expansion rate
∼ V0/M2P unless g2B−L ≤ (φ0/MP )2. For φ0 ∼ 1014 GeV,
we would then have to require that gB−L ≤ 10−4. This is
small although not inconceivably so. For smaller VEVs
the required gauge coupling should be even smaller.
Let us finish by briefly commenting on the reheating of
the MSSM degrees of freedom. In all the above cases the
inflaton has direct couplings to the MSSM fields. The
excitations of the MSSM gluons and gluinos can be ex-
cited via instant preheating as discussed in Ref. [5]. The
largest reheating temperature resulting from the decay of
the SU(2)L gauge bosons would yield a bath of squarks
and sleptons with Tmax ∼ V 1/40 . Although in cases of
interest, the maximum temperature may turn out to be
larger than 109 GeV [23] for V0 ≥ 1036 (GeV)4, which
may lead to over-abundance of thermal gravitinos. How-
ever note that the thermal plasma may not yet have ac-
quired a full thermal equilibrium. The full thermalization
can be delayed as there could be more than one MSSM
flat directions that can be lifted simultaneously, bringing
the reheat temperature down below 109 GeV [24].
V. CONCLUSION
We have proposed a solution to the problem of fine-
tuning inherent in inflection point inflation, where the ex-
treme flatness of the potential makes it unstable against
radiative corrections. In MSSM inflation models [3–6]
based on the udd and LLe flat directions, the amount of
fine-tuning required for soft SUSY breaking parameters is
harsh, i.e. A/
√
40m ∼
√
1− 4β2 with β ∼ 10−10. While
it might be possible to sidestep the fine tuning within the
context of string landscape [17], in the present paper we
offer a more mundane prescription based on the simple
observation that during inflation, there can be present
some vacuum energy in addition to the one given by the
inflaton potential at the inflection point.
In this paper the amount of fine-tuning is quantified by
the parameter β defined in Eq. (18). We have shown that
by adding a constant term V0 to the potential, associated
with some field in a false vacuum during inflation, the
requisite finetuning of β can be much alleviated and even
removed completely.
A simple realization of such a scenario is provided by
extending the MSSM gauge group to either adding a sin-
glet field as in the case of NMSSM, or SU(3)c×SU(2)L×
U(1)Y × U(1)B−L. In either cases the inflaton can be
made out of the right handed sneutrino, the Higgs and
a slepton, while the extra vacuum energy during infla-
tion is provided by the Higgs field associated with the
singlet or the U(1)B−L and coupled to the right-handed
neutrinos, which we assume to be at its false vacuum.
Once the slow-roll inflation ends, this extra Higgs would
settle down to its true minimum. At the same time,
the right-handed majorana neutrinos become massive.
In this case, there is virtually no fine-tuning of the soft
SUSY breaking parameters, as we have discussed at the
end of Sect. IV. However, as pointed out, the gauge
coupling of the U(1)B−L extension should be very small
so that radiative corrections do not to ruin the flatness
of the potential. Therefore, gauge coupling unification of
U(1)B−L with SU(3)c×SU(2)L×U(1)Y appears not to
be feasible, but of course as such this is no compelling
argument against the inflection point inflation. Whether
a SU(3)c×SU(2)L×U(1)Y ×U(1)B−L model with small
g2B−L can be naturally constructed remains an open prob-
lem.
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